Agility

World Agility Open Championships:

Netherlands 2019
It was a huge privilege to step
up to the start line every time
to compete against some of
the world’s best. Making both
finals on the Sunday with Darby
was incredible and certainly
the icing on the cake of such a
fantastic opportunity.
The venue — Ermelo’s National
Equestrian Centre — was
impressive with two outdoor
arenas and one main arena
indoors. The sand surface was
really nice to run on and the
e ve nt m a n a g e m e nt te a m
worked incredibly hard to ensure
the surface was well-prepared
before each event began. The
quality of the equipment was
very impressive, particularly
the soft breakaway tyre and the
number of sandbags used to
secure each tunnel.
Printed course plans were made
available each morning with
enlarged versions of the course
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help of Matilda van Rijnberk and her local contacts we both secured
some fabulous dogs. By the end of the week, it was incredibly hard
to say goodbye to the dogs after spending so much time with them.
A sheltie has certainly gone up in the list of breeds that I would love
to own — Darby was a little firecracker! The owners of all our dogs
were so supportive and life-long friends have been made.
It was a huge challenge to meet a dog four days before the event
and then run some incredibly challenging courses but both dogs
worked beautifully and were forgiving of my interesting Dutch
commands. Gaining such a connection with a dog running
international level courses after only a few days was incredibly
special and something that I will fondly remember.

So many people played important roles in making this happen for
both Misha and I and we would like to thank Sue McKee and Matilda
van Rijnberk who did huge amounts of the groundwork leading
up to the event. Matilda also ensured that Misha and I were superorganised throughout each day and we certainly appreciated all the
hard work and effort that she put in. A huge thank you also to our
supporters Michelle Jopson, Sue McKee and Monique Lukassen. It
was so nice to share the experience with some fellow Kiwis.
I would highly recommend this event; t is certainly an experience
I would love to have again. U
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Darby in action with Lisa Duff. Photo by Michelle Jopson.

Lisa Duff working with Cuby. Photo by Michelle Jopson.

I try to visit the Netherlands every couple of years to see family and
friends, but didn’t have any plans for this year. I had already been to
the WAO in 2012 as a volunteer helper and in 2015 as a spectator.

Misha to the team managers’ meeting, where WAO co-manager
Greg Derrett introduced the judges and his team and questions
could be asked. Before the start of the events each day, I would go
to the managers’ table to get the printed courses.

But when I became involved through looking for Dutch dogs for
Misha and Lisa to run (successfully securing them two each) and
also finding accommodation, close to the venue, that slept eight in
four bedrooms, I was tempted. When Sue asked me if I would take
over her job as team manager, I decided to go since I was already
organising things anyway.
So I took on the task of arranging logistics for dogs and handlers,
entering the dogs in the competition, communicating with the
Dutch dog owners and the owners of the holiday park where the
house was and so on. I still have a Dutch bank account, making it
easier to manage payments (in Euros).

I enjoyed the whole experience, but have to say that all of us staying
in the comfortable house for four or five nights was one of the
highlights. We had lots of laughs while chatting, shopping, cooking
and eating together. Being so close to the venue that we could walk
there in 15 minutes or drive in three minutes made it all very easy.

At the event itself, I kept Lisa and Misha informed of when they were
expected and where, but by then most of the work was already done
and I could enjoy watching lots of fantastic agility.

The girls did great and reached some of the finals on Sunday, which
was fantastic for us as supporters because the finals were even
more exciting to watch with our friends in them. Because we were
such a small group we sat ourselves down in the English part of the
grandstand — “We have the same queen as you guys anyway...!” —
and put up our NZ and black fern flags to be recognised as Kiwis,
yelling “Kiwi Kiwi Kiwi, Go Go Go” every time Misha and Lisa were
waiting to go on the startline. U

On the Wednesday evening before the event started I went with
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